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It's so funny that we have the truth in front of our faces - quite literally - on an array of 
many subjects. 

 
Moon-day, Monday, Day ruled by the Moon, self-explanatory. 
Tues-day, Tiwaz Day, Mars ruled Day. 
Wends-day, Wodans-Day, Wodan is a Mercury ruled deity. 
Thurs-day, Thurs or Thurisaz day, Thunderbolt day - Associated with the divine 
thunderbolt and Jupiter i.e., Zeus. 
Fri-day, Freya day, Venus day. Saturday, 
is Saturn- Day, day of Saturn. 
Sunday, I wonder which one that is, oh, the Satanic thing of the Pagans with the Sun. 

 
Other Pagan things of Satan include: The fact we even have a calendar, divided in 12 
months, which are based on the 12 Astrological signs respectably, based on their behalf 
on the natural star formations of signs on the heavens. 

 
Unfortunately to our enemies, we are still living into total Paganism. They managed to 
only accomplish a long misdirection based on a hoax, that would never even work, had 
it not stolen and appropriated the flesh of our own teachings, creating an imposter with 
clay feet of lies. 

 
Indeed, every science, creation, or any life meaning given onto this world - everything 
created from Wine to painting, to beer to transportation, was actually created and 
invented by Pagans, all the way to the knowledge of the Atomic structure, down to 
clothing design, the most meaningful and superficial things, all created by Pagans. 

 
If our enemy has any significance, this is because it's siphoned blood out of our own 
power and significance. With this it's to be understood that when we decide to throw the 
parasite away, so will its influence wither around and die in an instant. 

 
This world belongs to us and our enemy is a parasite that is just draining blood. When 
you exist you must remind yourself that we are ruling still, and we have done for quite 
many centuries. This has to become a consciousness, we are the creators, and not the 
created or the enslaved, we are not the victims of anyone, but a temporal stupidity. 

 
Our works have remained and will remain forever, so long mankind exists, and to 
remove them, would effectively mean the downfall of all mankind and any form of non-
dead existence. 

 
Our persecution and damnation were gradual and even our enemies could never 
escape from the perfection of our creations, which they tried to subjugate in big failure. 
Understanding our existence in time one will also understand that the enemy is nothing 

https://ancient-forums.com/viewtopic.php?p=87820#p87820


but a potent infection, one without any particular meaning, not even to itself. 
 
Our Gods are still everywhere. The enemy lives in a world where they close their eyes 
to this, and everytime they blink, they find themselves confronted with this terrible fact, 
that there will never be an escape. 
Every notion of spiritual, or physical, came from us, and got created from our teachings. 
This world, "the next", all the worlds. An influence that we will never shake out, and that 
was never shaken out, even at the height of influence of the parasitic enemy. An 
arrogant parasite. 

 
"Your rule is but the rule of a season, and short will be thy tyranny over us." - Asmodeus 

 
There is no escaping. We are going into the era of the statement of Asmodeus, their 
tyranny is being broken. Doing high insolence to the Gods in their own created world is 
like going into the den of wolves and blinding them with a flashlight. It will not be long 
until one is consumed by the stupidity of this action, which was done in corrupted and 
bad intent. 

 
Keep up the final RTR until the enemy is completely removed from all power and 
completely blotted out. Our world will be reclaimed. 
 
-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 
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